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Abstract:  

Artists place their works into the hands of art dealers in hopes that someone will 

recognize their paintings for their authenticity and aesthetic merit rather than as an investment. If 

such values or desires are not met mutually by the artist and dealer, it is not surprising that artists 

use their talents for forgery. The act of forgery manifests itself as a deep and emotional 

resentment towards members of the art market, including the dealers, auctioneers, connoisseurs 

and curators who are seen as snobbish and venal. Forgery can be seen as an elaborate form of 

revenge and often the painters appear vindicated in their original motive for the crime. Dealers 

were on the verge of constant pressure to turn artwork into profit, even if it was a fraudulent 

imitation. If the dealers were caught in any fraudulent trade, the painter would have been 

responsible for managing legal issues and liability for the owners.     

 For Tom Keating, art was always on his side during difficult times. It was Keating’s form 

of therapeutic communication with art in order to help cope with his depression and loneliness. 

The childhood traumatic events of living in poverty and the horrid experiences as a naval stocker 

greatly affected his life into adulthood. He was rejected by countless of people from the art 

market however, his passion for learning and his self-driven motivation of teaching himself 

techniques never changed.         

 Press coverage of the thirteen fake Samuel Palmer paintings had already grabbed 

numerous headlines across Britain in August of 1976. Geraldine Norman, the correspondent for 

The Times, and her husband Frank Norman, a playwright, felt there was an opportunity to clarify 

Tom Keating’s situation by persuading him to tell his own story. One night during dinner, Frank 

and Geraldine urged him to write his life story on becoming a forger, and Frank offered to 

ghostwrite the book. For the next two weeks, in the summer of 1976, Frank sat under a magnolia 

tree in a Berkshire garden and interviewed Keating about his life through a series of tape 

recordings. Frank had only met Keating a few days prior, which meant that Keating wasn’t sure 

how much to trust them before pouring out his life stories. The autobiography A Faker’s 

Progress started with Keating’s earliest childhood memories and continued up until he gained 

recognition for the Samuel Palmer affair in 1976.  

 

 

 

 

 


